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Abstract—Locally repairable convolutional codes (LRCCs) for
distributed storage systems (DSSs) are introduced in this work.
They enable local repair, for a single node erasure (or more
generally, ∂ − 1 erasures per local group), and sliding-window
global repair, which can correct erasure patterns with up to
dcj −1 erasures in every window of j + 1 consecutive blocks of
n nodes, where dcj is the jth column distance of the code. The
parameter j can be adjusted, for a fixed LRCC, according to
different catastrophic erasure patterns, requiring only to contact
n(j + 1) − dcj +1 nodes, plus less than µn other nodes, in
the storage system, where µ is the memory of the code. A
Singleton-type bound is provided for dcj . If it attains such a
bound, an LRCC can correct the same number of catastrophic
erasures in a window of length n(j + 1) as an optimal locally
repairable block code of the same rate and locality, and with
block length n(j+1). In addition, the LRCC is able to perform
the flexible and somehow local sliding-window repair by adjusting
j. Furthermore, by adjusting and/or sliding the window, the
LRCC can potentially correct more erasures in the original
window of n(j+1) nodes than an optimal locally repairable block
code of the same rate and locality, and length n(j+1). Finally, the
concept of partial maximum distance profile (partial MDP) codes
is introduced. Partial MDP codes can correct all information-
theoretically correctable erasure patterns for a given locality,
local distance and information rate. An explicit construction of
partial MDP codes whose column distances attain the provided
Singleton-type bound, up to certain parameter j = L, is obtained
based on known maximum sum-rank distance convolutional
codes.

Index Terms—Convolutional Codes, Distributed Storage, Lo-
cally Repairable Codes, Locally Repairable Convolutional Codes,
Sliding-Window Repair, Sum-Rank Metric.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOCALLY repairable codes (LRCs) [11] are an important
class of codes for Distributed Storage Systems (DSSs),

since they allow to repair a single node by contacting and
downloading the content of a small number (called locality)
of other nodes (in contrast with MDS codes), while still being
able to repair a large number of nodes in case of catastrophic
erasures (in contrast with Cartesian products). LRCs are thus
natural hybrids between MDS codes and Cartesian products of
codes that enjoy both global and local erasure-correction ca-
pabilities simultaneously, given by global and local distances,
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respectively. Note that repair is typically used interchangeably
with erasure correction in the storage literature. We will use
both terms throughout this work.

LRCs have already been implemented in practice (see [13],
[33] for instance). Optimal LRCs (meaning LRCs attaining
optimal global distance for a given locality, local distance
and information rate) for general parameters and field sizes
that are linear in the code length were first obtained in
[34]. LRCs capable of correcting all information-theoretically
correctable global erasure patterns, for a given locality, local
distance and information rate, were introduced independently
in [4], [10] (where they are called partial MDS and maximally
recoverable LRCs, respectively). As expected, maximally re-
coverable LRCs also attain optimal global distance. However,
they can correct strictly more global erasure patterns than
general optimal LRCs (see Remark 3 in Section VI) for
the same parameters. Constructions of maximally recoverable
LRCs with relatively small field sizes for general parameters
have been given in [8], [23] (see also the references therein).

On the other hand, it is shown in [35] that maximum dis-
tance profile (MDP) convolutional codes provide an interesting
alternative to MDS block codes since they admit sliding-
window erasure correction: They can correct any erasure
pattern such that there are no more than (n−k)(j+1) erasures
in any consecutive j+1 blocks of n symbols (that is, n(j+1)
consecutive symbols), where k/n is the rate of the code (see
[35, Th. 3.1] or Fig. 1). Recall that an (n, k) MDS code has
rate k/n and can correct up to n − k arbitrary erasures in
the block of n symbols. Furthermore, erasure correction with
an MDP convolutional code is performed somehow locally
by sliding recursively the window of j + 1 blocks, and the
parameter j may vary arbitrarily up to a certain constant L
determined by the degree (thus memory) of the convolutional
code (see (2)). Therefore MDP convolutional codes already
enable certain local and flexible repair, since the window size
n(j + 1) can be chosen according to how catastrophic the
erasure pattern is. Moreover, by adjusting and/or sliding a
window of j + 1 blocks (see Fig. 2), an MDP code can
potentially correct in a window of size n(j+1) more erasures
than an MDS block code of the same rate and of block length
n(j+1) (i.e., an (n(j+1), k(j+1)) MDS code). Unfortunately,
in case of one single node erasure (most common case),
sliding-window repair with j = 0 still requires contacting and
downloading the content of µn extra symbols, where µ is the
memory of the code, due to its convolutional nature.
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Motivation

The previous paragraphs describe the advantages of optimal
block LRCs and MDP convolutional codes over MDS block
codes. Motivated by that discussion, we introduce in this work
locally repairable convolutional codes (LRCCs). See Section
III for the formal definition of LRCCs and for considerations
on locality for convolutional codes. The main advantages of
optimal LRCCs (with optimal column distances, i.e., attaining
(4)) over MDP convolutional codes and over optimal block
LRCs are, respectively, as follows:

1) In contrast with MDP convolutional codes, optimal
LRCCs can repair a single node (or more generally,
∂−1 erasures per local group) by contacting r < n other
nodes (instead of contacting µn nodes, as is the case for
MDP convolutional codes). Simultaneously, they enable
sliding-window repair (see Fig. 4), which can be set
up flexibly according to different catastrophic erasure
patterns (see Figs. 4, 5 and 6), which is the main
advantage of MDP convolutional codes over MDS block
codes.

2) Analogously to the advantage of MDP convolutional
codes over MDS block codes, optimal LRCCs can
potentially correct in a window of size n(j + 1) more
erasures than an optimal block LRC of the same rate
and locality, and of block length n(j + 1) (see Ex-
ample 1 and Fig. 5), thanks to adjusting the sliding-
window size. In addition, optimal LRCCs may adjust
the sliding-window size in order to contact less nodes
when intermediate erasure patterns occur (see Example
2). Hierarchical LRCs [32] also require contacting less
nodes for intermediate erasure patterns, however their
global distance is strictly lower than that of optimal
LRCs for a given block length (see [32, Th. 2.1]), in
contrast with optimal LRCCs. Furthermore, LRCCs also
enable encoding and storing an unrestricted sequence
of files, while locality remains constant and encoding
and sliding-window repair complexities are all bounded
(by the memory of the code). Note that LRCCs can
easily be turned into block codes by converting them
into tail-biting convolutional codes, while the properties
described above still hold.

We will illustrate the main advantages of LRCCs over block
LRCs with Examples 1 and 2, which are placed in Section
IV since we first need to introduce the main definitions and
notation in Sections II and III.

Main Contributions

Our main contributions are the following. We define LRCCs
(Definition 10) and provide a Singleton-type bound on their
column distances (Theorem 2), which measure the global
sliding window repair capability of the code. We later define
partial MDP codes (Definition 15), which can correct all
information-theoretically correctable erasure patterns for the
given local constraints and, in particular, attain the previous
bound for as long as possible. We provide in Construction 1 a
method for finding partial MDP codes based on outer MSRD
convolutional codes (Theorem 4). By plugging in Construction

1 the MSRD convolutional codes from [21], we obtain an
explicit family of partial MDP codes (Corollary 2) for general
parameters. Their main disadvantage is their big global field
size, although local fields are small. However, this is only an
issue in terms of computational complexity, since nodes in
DSSs typically store large amounts of data. Furthermore, our
construction gives some field size to guarantee the existence
of partial MDP codes, but constructions over smaller fields
may be possible.

To conclude this subsection, we note that the use of
streaming or convolutional codes for storage or as LRCs is
not new. Binary tail-biting convolutional codes were proposed
as LRCs in [7], [38], but sliding-window repair was not
considered. Locality properties of more general (but still
binary) convolutional codes were recently considered in [14].
However, LRCCs and sliding-window repair as considered
in this work were not treated in [14]. Rateless streaming
codes (e.g. Fountain codes [5]) are an interesting alternative
to MDS block codes for global repair in DSSs (see [20, Ch.
50]), since they generally achieve low redundancy and enable
global erasure correction with complexity of O(k log(k))
XOR operations (products in F2) or even less, for k encoded
symbols. Locally repairable Fountain codes were proposed in
[3]. However, their locality is of order log(k) (unbounded), for
k encoded symbols, and they do not enable sliding-window
global repair.

Organization

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we collect some preliminaries on convolutional codes.
In Section III, we introduce LRCCs and give a Singleton-type
bound on their column distances, which determine the sliding-
window erasure-correction capability of LRCCs. In Section
IV, we provide two motivating concrete examples showing the
advantages of optimal LRCCs over optimal block LRCs. In
Section V, we show how to obtain LRCCs with arbitrary and
small-field local codes and optimal global column distances
(in view of the previous bound) based on codes with optimal
column sum-rank distances [21]. In Section VI, we introduce
partial MDP convolutional codes, whose sliding windows can
correct analogous erasure patterns as partial MDS block codes
[4], [10]. We also provide concrete constructions of partial
MDP convolutional codes based on the codes in [21]. Finally,
in Section VII, we discuss extending our work to considering
LRCCs with unequal localities and local distances, and how
to turn our LRCCs to tail-biting convolutional codes.

II. PRELIMINARIES ON CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

In this section, we collect general definitions and results on
convolutional codes that we will use throughout the paper.

Let F be a finite field, and denote by F[D] the ring of
polynomials with coefficients in F. Fix a positive integer
n ∈ N. We will typically consider and graphically represent
a word in F[D]n as an unrestricted sequence of vectors of
length n, v(D) =

∑
j∈N vjD

j ≡ (v0, v1, v2, . . .) ∈ (Fn)N,
where we use the following terminology. A block is each
of the n consecutive coordinates in (Fn)N that support each
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vector v0, v1, . . ., being the jth block the block containing
the coordinates supporting vj , for j ∈ N. A symbol is each
component of the vectors v0, v1, . . ., thus it is an element of
F. Finally, a node is the abstraction of the storage device
that stores a given symbol. Hence, in this work, each block
corresponds to n nodes storing n symbols over F.

A. Degree and Memory

Recall that, since F[D] is a principal ideal domain, every
F[D]-submodule of F[D]n is free.

Definition 1. An (n, k) convolutional code is a (free) F[D]-
submodule C ⊆ F[D]n of rank k. A generator matrix of the
code is a full-rank matrix G(D) ∈ F[D]k×n such that

C =
{
u(D)G(D) | u(D) ∈ F[D]k

}
.

For a vector v(D) ∈ F[D]n, we define its degree as the
maximum degree of its components, which are polynomials
in F[D]. We say that a generator matrix G(D) of C is reduced
if the sum of the row degrees of G(D) is minimum among
generator matrices of C, where by row degrees we mean the
degrees of the rows in G(D).

It follows from Theorem A-2, Item 3, in [26] that if e1 ≤
e2 ≤ . . . ≤ ek and f1 ≤ f2 ≤ . . . ≤ fk are the row degrees of
a reduced generator matrix G(D) ∈ F[D]k×n and some other
generator matrix G̃(D) ∈ F[D]k×n, respectively, of C, then
ei ≤ fi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k. In particular, the set of degrees
{e1, e2, . . . , ek} of one, thus any, reduced generator matrix is
an invariant of the convolutional code C. Hence the following
definition is consistent.

Definition 2. Given an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆ F[D]n,
let e1, e2, . . . , ek be the row degrees of one, thus any, of its
reduced generator matrices. We define the degree and memory
of C, respectively, as

δ = δ(C) =
k∑
i=1

ei and µ = µ(C) = max{e1, e2, . . . , ek}.

Note that convolutional codes with zero memory (thus zero
degree) coincide with (potentially infinite) Cartesian products
of a single (n, k) block code C ⊆ Fn.

B. Non-Catastrophic Codes and Parity-Check Matrices

In most results in this work, although not all, we will require
convolutional codes to be non-catastrophic or observable,
which we now define in terms of basic generator matrices.

Definition 3. Given an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆ F[D]n,
we say that a generator matrix G(D) of C is basic if it has
a polynomial right inverse, that is, if there exists F (D) ∈
F[D]n×k such that G(D)F (D) = Ik. We say that C is non-
catastrophic if it admits a generator matrix that is reduced and
basic.

Observe that any reduced and basic generator matrix
G(D) =

∑µ
j=0GjD

j of a convolutional code satisfies that
G0 ∈ Fk×n is full-rank. For many results in this work, we
will only need this weaker property.

Using Theorem A-1, Item 5, in [26], and using the vector
space over F(D) (the field of fractions of F[D]) generated
by a non-catastrophic convolutional code, it is easy to see
that it admits a polynomial parity-check matrix. This strong
property of non-catastrophic codes is what we will need for
sliding-window repair, as described in Subsection II-D.

Lemma 1. If C ⊆ F[D]n is a non-catastrophic (n, k) con-
volutional code, then there exists a full-rank matrix H(D) ∈
F[D](n−k)×n such that

C = {v(D) ∈ F[D]n | v(D)H(D)T = 0}.

We call H(D) a (polynomial) parity-check matrix of C.

C. Free and Column Distances

We now recall the main notions of minimum distance of
convolutional codes. Given v(D) =

∑
j∈N vjD

j ∈ F[D]n, we
define its Hamming weight as

wt(v(D)) =
∑
j∈N

wt(vj).

The free distance, which we now define, gives the correction
capability of a convolutional code when considering whole
codewords. In other words, there is no maximum degree j for
a codeword considered by the free distance.

Definition 4. Given an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆ F[D]n,
we define its free distance as

d(C) = min{wt(v(D)) | v(D) ∈ C and v(D) 6= 0}.

We next define column distances, which give the sliding-
window correction capability of a non-catastrophic convolu-
tional code (see the next subsection). This will be the type of
distance that we will be interested in for global repair in our
locally repairable codes.

Definition 5. Given an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆ F[D]n,
with memory µ and reduced generator matrix G(D) =∑µ
h=0GhD

h, define the jth truncated sliding generator ma-
trix Gcj ∈ F[D](j+1)k×(j+1)n as

Gcj =


G0 G1 . . . Gj

G0 . . . Gj−1

. . .
...
G0

 ,
for j ∈ N, where Gh = 0 if h > µ. Define now the jth column
block code of C as

Ccj =
{

(u0, u1, . . . , uj)G
c
j | u0, u1, . . . , uj ∈ Fk, u0 6= 0

}
∗
=

{
(v0, v1, . . . , vj) |

∑
h∈N

vhD
h ∈ C, v0 6= 0

}
⊆ F(j+1)n,

where the equality ∗ holds if G0 is full-rank. Finally, define
the jth column distance of C as

dcj(C) = d(Ccj ),

for j ∈ N.
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The column distances satisfy the following Singleton bound,
which was proven in [9, Prop. 2.2].

Proposition 1 ([9]). For an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆
F[D]n with a generator matrix G(D) =

∑µ
j=0GjD

j (possi-
bly not reduced) such that G0 is full-rank, and for j ∈ N, it
holds that

dcj(C) ≤ (n− k)(j + 1) + 1. (1)

Items 1 and 2 in the following proposition follow from [9,
Cor. 2.3] and [31, Th. 2.2], respectively.

Proposition 2 ([9], [31]). Given a non-catastrophic (n, k)
convolutional code C ⊆ F[D]n of degree δ, the following hold:

1) If dcj+1(C) = (n − k)(j + 2) + 1, then dcj(C) = (n −
k)(j + 1) + 1.

2) If dcj(C) = (n− k)(j + 1) + 1, then

j ≤ L =

⌊
δ

k

⌋
+

⌊
δ

n− k

⌋
. (2)

The previous proposition motivates the following definition.

Definition 6 ([9]). We say that an (n, k) convolutional code
C is j-MDS if it is non-catastrophic and dcj(C) = (n− k)(j+
1) + 1. We say that C is maximum distance profile (MDP) if
it is non-catastrophic and dcL(C) = (n− k)(L+ 1) + 1, where
L is as in (2).

D. Sliding-Window (Global) Repair

As shown in [35, Th. 3.1] a non-catastrophic (n, k) con-
volutional code C ⊆ F[D]n may correct any erasure pat-
tern if at most dcj(C) − 1 erasures occur in any tuple
(vt, vt+1, . . . , vt+j) ∈ Fn(j+1), for j ∈ N. Furthermore, it
may do so recursively by sliding a window that only involves
the symbols in vt−µ, vt−µ+1, . . . , vt+j , where µ = µ(C). The
formal statement is as follows. See also Figs. 1 and 2 for a
graphical description.

For convenience, we first define erasures formally.

Definition 7. Let ? be a symbol representing an erasure and
not belonging to any finite field, and denote F̃ = F ∪ {?}.
Given N ∈ N and v ∈ FN , we say that v∗ ∈ F̃N is the vector
v with e erasures, where 0 ≤ e ≤ N , if e components of v∗

are the symbol ?, and v and v∗ coincide in the other N − e
components.

We now restate [35, Th. 3.1] and part of its proof.

Theorem 1 ([35]). Let C ⊆ F[D]n be a non-catastrophic
(n, k) convolutional code with memory µ, and fix j ∈ N.
Let v(D) =

∑
h∈N vhD

h ∈ C and let v∗0 , v
∗
1 , v
∗
2 , . . . ∈ F̃n

be such that (v∗t , v
∗
t+1, . . . , v

∗
t+j) ∈ F̃n(j+1) is the vector

(vt, vt+1, . . . , vt+j) ∈ Fn(j+1) with at most dcj(C)−1 erasures,
for all t ∈ N. Then, for each t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the vector vt ∈ Fn
can be recursively and uniquely recovered from the tuple

(vt−µ, vt−µ+1, . . . , vt−1, v
∗
t , v
∗
t+1, . . . , v

∗
t+j) ∈ F̃n(µ+j+1)

(3)
by solving a system of non-homogeneous equations, whose
coefficients are given by a parity-check matrix of C (Lemma 1),
the symbols in vt−µ, vt−µ+1, . . . , vt−1, and the symbols such

that v∗u,i = vu,i, for u = t, t+1, . . . , t+j, and whose unknowns
are xu,i, for i such that v∗u,i = ?, for u = t, t+ 1, . . . , t + j.
To recover vt+1, we “slide” the window (3) one position to
the right (see Figs. 1 and 2).

In the previous theorem, we implicitly assume that vj = 0
for all j = −1,−2, . . . ,−µ.

This type of erasure correction may already be considered
as local repair, since j may be small. Furthermore, the
window size is not necessarily restricted, since j may be
arbitrary. However, setting j = 0, we see that correcting
one erasure in a single block vt ∈ Fn requires contacting
another µn nodes and downloading their symbols, corre-
sponding to (vt−µ, vt−µ+1, . . . , vt−1) ∈ Fµn, in order to set
up the necessary system of linear equations. Thus, although
sliding-window repair enjoys certain local nature, it admits
considerable room for improvement. Adding locality inside
each block vt optimally will be our main objective in the rest
of the paper.

In addition, if a convolutional code has optimal column
distances as in (1) for a given j (which can be chosen as
j = L for MDP codes as in Definition 6), then it may correct
strictly more erasures than an MDS block of the same rate for
a block of n(j + 1) symbols, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that
this superior correction capability is not hurt globally by the
fact that we need the previous µ blocks to be correct, since in
the first window we have that v−1 = v−2 = . . . = v−µ = 0,
hence these first µ blocks are always assumed to be correct.

III. LOCALITY IN CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

In this section, we formulate locality for convolutional
codes. For this purpose, we define the following two types of
restrictions for a convolutional code. The first type consists in
considering one generic block vj ∈ Fn for arbitrary codewords
v(D) in the convolutional code.

Definition 8. Given an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆ F[D]n

with reduced generator matrix G(D) =
∑µ
j=0GjD

j , where
µ is the memory of the code, we define its associated block
code as

C0 =


µ∑
j=0

ujGj | uj ∈ Fk, j = 0, 1, . . . , µ


=

vµ ∈ Fn | v(D) =
∑
j∈N

vjD
j ∈ C

 ⊆ Fn.

Note that by the second equality, the definition of C0 does
not depend on the generator matrix of C. We now give the
second type of restriction, which consists in restricting each
block of the convolutional code to some subset of coordinates
Γ ⊆ [n]. Here, we use the notation [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}.

Definition 9. Given an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆ F[D]n

and given a non-empty subset Γ ⊆ [n], we define the
restriction of C to Γ as the convolutional code

CΓ = {v(D)Γ | v(D) ∈ C} ⊆ F[D]|Γ|.
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v0 v1 v2 v3

. . .

vt−µ . . . vt−1 vtvt+1 . . . . . . vt+j . . .vt+j+1

. . .

Initial blocks
Needed for
vt, vt+1, . . .

Sliding window with
< dcj erasures

To be repaired
in next windows

Fig. 1. Sliding-window erasure correction as described in Theorem 1 for a (5, 3) convolutional code. Here, parity-check symbols are depicted in grey, and
erasures are depicted in red.

vt−µ vt−1 vtvt+1 vt+j′ . . . vt+j

Adjusting the window size

7→

vt−µ vt−1 vtvt+1 vt+j′ . . . vt+j

Correcting vt and sliding the window

Fig. 2. An example of a (5, 3) convolutional code, say non-catastrophic. If the jth column distance of such a code attains (1), for j = 8, then it can correct
erasure patterns with up to (n− k)(j + 1) = 18 erasures per window of j + 1 = 9 consecutive blocks of n = 5 coordinates. The window consisting of the
j + 1 = 9 blocks vt, vt+1, . . . , vt+j contains however 19 erasures. Hence it cannot be corrected by a convolutional code with optimal jth column distance,
by considering that window, nor by an (n(j + 1), k(j + 1)) = (45, 27) MDS block code for such a window. However, the convolutional code also has
optimal j′th column distance for j′ = 4 (Proposition 2), thus it can correct erasure patterns with up to 10 erasures per window of j′ + 1 = 5 consecutive
blocks of n = 5 coordinates. Thus the convolutional code may correct the erasure pattern by reducing the window length to j′ + 1 = 5 blocks.

Here, if v ∈ Fn, then vΓ ∈ F|Γ| denotes the projection of v
onto the coordinates in Γ. Then if v(D) =

∑
j∈N vjD

j ∈
F[D]n, we use the notation v(D)Γ =

∑
j∈N(vj)ΓD

j ∈
F[D]|Γ|.

For a matrix G(D) ∈ F[D]k×n, we denote by G(D)Γ ∈
F[D]k×|Γ| the matrix whose rows are the rows of G(D)
restricted to Γ.

Observe that if G(D) ∈ F[D]k×n is a generator matrix of
C, then the rows of G(D)Γ ∈ Fk×|Γ| generate CΓ, although
they may not be F[D]-linearly independent.

We may now extend the definition of (r, ∂)-locality for
block codes from [16, Def. 1] to convolutional codes.

Definition 10. We say that an (n, k) convolutional code C ⊆
F[D]n has (r, ∂)-locality if there exist non-empty sets Γi, for
i = 1, 2, . . . , g, such that [n] =

⋃g
i=1 Γi, and

1) |Γi| ≤ r + ∂ − 1,
2) d(C0

Γi
) ≥ ∂,

for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. Here, we write C0
Γi

instead of (CΓi)
0 =

(C0)Γi for simplicity. Thus, C0
Γi

denotes the block code asso-
ciated (Definition 8) to the restriction (Definition 9) of C on
Γi.

We say then that C is an (n, k, r, ∂) locally repairable
convolutional code, or LRCC for short. The set Γi is called
the ith local group, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g, and r and ∂ are called
the locality and local distance of C, respectively.

In other words, we consider local groups in each block of
n symbols, corresponding to terms vj ∈ Fn in a codeword
v(D) =

∑
j∈N vjD

j ∈ C. See Fig. 3 for a graphical example
of a (6, 3, 2, 2) LRCC with 2 local groups. In contrast to block
codes, local repair with only one local group (g = 1) per block
already outperforms sliding-window repair even when j = 0,
in terms of total contacted nodes, see Fig. 4.

We state now the local erasure-correction capability of
LRCCs. Definition 10 is given so that the following result
holds. The proof is straightforward.

Proposition 3. Let C ⊆ F[D]n be an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC with
local groups Γi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. Fix j ∈ N and i =
1, 2, . . . , g. For all v(D) =

∑
j∈N vjD

j ∈ C, if v∗ ∈ F̃|Γi|

is the vector (vj)Γi
∈ F|Γi| with at most ∂ − 1 erasures (see

Definition 7), then we may uniquely recover the vector (vj)Γi

from v∗ by using the restricted block code C0
Γi
⊆ F|Γi|, without

contacting nodes or reading symbols outside of Γi in the jth
block of the convolutional code.

As it was the case for locally repairable block codes, the
main goal, given the parameters n, k, r and ∂ (and now
also δ and µ), is to obtain a corresponding LRCC with
maximum global distance properties, which would allow for
global erasure correction in case of catastrophic failures. In this
work, we consider column distances for “global correction”,
since we will focus on sliding-window erasure correction as
in Theorem 1. See Fig. 4 for a graphical description of local
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v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10v11v12v13v14v15v16v17v18v19v20v21v22v23v24v25

Γ1

Γ2

. . .

Fig. 3. Graphical description of an (n, k, r, ∂) = (6, 3, 2, 2) LRCC with 2 local groups, Γ1 and Γ2, each of size 3 and constituting the two halves of each
column. White, light grey and dark grey boxes depict information symbols, local parities and global parities, respectively. Typically in this case (∂ = 2), local
parities may be chosen as the XOR of the other symbols in the local group (see Construction 1).

v0 v1 v2 v3

. . .

vt−µ . . . vt−1 vtvt+1 . . . . . . vt+j . . .vt+j+1

. . .

uj

ugj

ulj

Repaired locally
(column-wise)

Needed for
vt, vt+1, . . .

Sliding window with
< dcj erasures

To be repaired
in next windows

Fig. 4. Sliding-window repair combined with local repair. Here, an (n, k, r, ∂) = (6, 3, 5, 2) LRCC, with one local group (g = 1) per block of n symbols, is
depicted. Each column depicts a systematic encoded block vj = (uj , u

g
j , u

l
j). White, light grey and dark grey boxes denote information symbols uj , global

parities ugj and local parities ulj , respectively. The local parities can be invoked block-wise to correct one erasure per block (since ∂ = 2), requiring the other
r = 5 symbols in the block for repair. If catastrophic erasures occur, with < dcj erasures in each window (vt, vt+1, . . . , vt+j), then sliding-window repair
is invoked, as described in Theorem 1. Observe that, although sliding-window repair is somehow local, by setting j = 0, we see that we still need to contact
and download the previous µn symbols from vt−µ, vt−µ+1, . . . , vt−1 in order to repair one symbol in vt, hence cannot compete with the considered type
of locality even for relatively small memory µ.

repair combined with sliding-window global repair.
Before giving a Singleton bound on column distances of

LRCCs, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let C ⊆ F[D]n be an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC with local
groups Γi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g, as in Definition 10. Let ∆i ⊆
Γi be such that |Γi \ ∆i| ≤ ∂ − 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g, and
define ∆ =

⋃g
i=1 ∆i and N = |∆|. Then the restricted code

C∆ ⊆ F[D]N has rank k, or in other words, it is an (N, k)
convolutional code.

In addition, if G(D) =
∑µ
j=0GjD

j is a reduced generator
matrix of C such that G0 is full-rank, then (G0)∆ is also full-
rank.

Proof. Let G(D) ∈ F[D]k×n be a generator matrix of C. It
suffices to prove that the rows of G(D)∆ ∈ F[D]k×N are
F[D]-linearly independent.

Assume that there exists x(D) ∈ F[D]k such that
x(D)G(D)∆ = 0. If v(D) = x(D)G(D) ∈ C, then we have
that v(D)∆ = x(D)G(D)∆ = 0. Write v(D) =

∑
j∈N vjD

j

and fix j ∈ N. We then deduce that (vj)∆ = 0, and
therefore (vj)∆i

= 0, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. Since d(C0
Γi

) ≥ ∂
and |Γi \ ∆i| ≤ ∂ − 1, we deduce that (vj)Γi = 0, for
i = 1, 2, . . . , g. Now, because [n] =

⋃g
i=1 Γi, we conclude

that vj = 0.
Thus we have proven that x(D)G(D) = 0. Since G(D)

has full rank, we conclude that x(D) = 0, and we are done.

The statement regarding G0 and (G0)∆ is proven following
the same lines.

We may now prove the above mentioned Singleton bound
on column distances of LRCCs.

Theorem 2. Given an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC C ⊆ F[D]n with a
reduced generator matrix G(D) =

∑µ
h=0GhD

h such that G0

is full-rank, it holds that

dcj(C) ≤ (n−k)(j+1)−
(⌈

k(j + 1)

r

⌉
− 1

)
(∂−1)+1, (4)

for all j ∈ N.

Proof. Fix j ∈ N. Observe that the column block code Ccj ⊆
Fn(j+1) is an (r, ∂)-locally repairable block code as in [16,
Def. 1]. However, it is not linear, thus [16, Th. 2.1] cannot be
directly applied. Furthermore, we have that |Ccj | < |F|k(j+1),
hence [30, Th. 21], which works also for non-linear codes,
cannot be applied either.

To prove our bound, we need to show that there is a pattern
of

e = (n− k)(j + 1)−
(⌈

k(j + 1)

r

⌉
− 1

)
(∂ − 1) + 1

erasures in the block [n(j + 1)] of coordinates that the code
Ccj cannot correct.
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We assume for brevity that k(j + 1) = `r, for some
integer ` ∈ N. The case where r does not divide k(j + 1) is
proven similarly, although the notation is more cumbersome.
Furthermore, we may assume that |Γi| = r + ∂ − 1, for
all i = 1, 2, . . . , g, simply by adding zeros to codewords
in Ccj . For convenience in the notation, we also identify Γi
in the hth block of n coordinates with the set Γ̃gh+i =
[(gh+i−1)(r+∂−1)+1, (gh+i)(r+∂−1)], for i = 1, 2, . . . , g
and h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j (keep in mind that |Γi| = |Γ̃gh+i|, but
Γi ⊆ [n], while Γ̃gh+i ⊆ [n(j + 1)]).

For an erasure pattern E ⊆ [n(j + 1)] with e = |E|, define
Eu = E ∩ Γ̃u and Ru = Γ̃u \ Eu, for u = 1, 2, . . . , g(j + 1).
Note that we may decompose

e = n(j + 1)− (r + ∂ − 1)`+ ∂.

Therefore we may choose the erasure pattern E such thatRu =
Γ̃u, for u = 1, 2, . . . , ` − 1, |R`| = r − 1, and Ru = ∅, for
u = `+ 1, `+ 2, . . . , n(j + 1).

Choose subsets ∆i ⊆ Γi such that |∆i| = r, for i =
1, 2, . . . , g, and R` ⊆ ∆̃` (with the previous identification).
In particular, C∆ ⊆ F[D]N is an (N, k) convolutional code
by Lemma 2, where N = |∆| and ∆ =

⋃g
i=1 ∆i. Note that

(G0)∆ ∈ Fk×|∆| is full-rank, for a given reduced generator
matrix G(D) =

∑µ
h=0GhD

h of C such that G0 is full-rank,
by Lemma 2. Hence Proposition 1 can be applied to C∆.

Next, because it holds that

N(j+1)−|E∩∆̃| =
g(j+1)∑
u=1

|Ru∩∆̃u| = (`−1)r+(r−1) = k(j+1)−1

and dcj(C∆) ≤ (N−k)(j+1)+1 by Proposition 1, there exist
d1, d2 ∈ (C∆)cj such that d1 6= d2 and (d1)R∩∆̃ = (d2)R∩∆̃,
where R = [n(j + 1)] \ E .

Since (C∆)cj ⊆ (Ccj )∆̃ (actually equality holds), there exist
codewords c1, c2 ∈ Ccj such that d1 = (c1)∆̃ and d2 = (c2)∆̃.
Since d1 6= d2, it must hold that c1 6= c2. Finally, since
(d1)Ru∩∆̃u

= (d2)Ru∩∆̃u
, it must hold that (c1)Ru

= (c2)Ru
,

for u = 1, 2, . . . , n(j + 1). This is due to
1) Item 2 in Definition 10 if u < `, since Ru = Γ̃u and
|Ru \ ∆̃u| ≤ ∂ − 1,

2) the fact that R` ⊆ ∆̃` if u = `, or
3) the fact that Ru = ∅ if u > `.

Therefore (c1)R = (c2)R while c1 6= c2, hence the code Ccj
cannot correct the erasure pattern E correctly, and we are done.

In the next section, we show how to explicitly construct a
non-catastrophic LRCC attaining the previous bound, for all
j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L, where L is as in (2), for fields of any
characteristic but sufficiently large.

Remark 1. Recall that, by Proposition 2, a convolutional
code that is j-MDS is also h-MDS, for all h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j.
However, it is not clear whether a code attaining the bound
(4) for some j implies attaining the bound for h < j. We leave
this as an open problem. In any case, Construction 1 below
based on a j-MSRD convolutional code attains the bound (4)
for all h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j.

Remark 2. Observe that, in the proof of Theorem 2, we make
use of Proposition 1 on the restricted code C∆. Note that C∆
may be catastrophic even if C is non-catastrophic. However,
C∆ still satisfies the weaker assumption in Proposition 1.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN LRCCS AND LRCS

In this section, we revisit the advantages of optimal LRCCs
(those whose column distances attain (4)) over optimal block
LRCs. As mentioned in Section I,

1) optimal LRCCs can correct in a window of size n(j+1)
more erasures than an optimal block LRC of the same
rate and locality, and of block length n(j + 1) (see
Example 1 and Fig. 5 below), thanks to adjusting the
sliding-window size, and

2) optimal LRCCs may adjust the sliding-window size in
order to contact less nodes when intermediate erasure
patterns occur (see Example 2 below). Hierarchical
LRCs [32] also require contacting less nodes for inter-
mediate erasure patterns, however their global distance
is strictly lower than that of optimal LRCs for a given
block length (see [32, Th. 2.1]), in contrast with optimal
LRCCs.

We now illustrate these two advantages with Examples 1
and 2, respectively.

Example 1. Consider a (6, 3) convolutional code that encodes
a stream of file vectors over a finite field F, each of length
k = 3, into a stream of encoded vectors, each of length n = 6.

Assume a node in the storage system stores a symbol over
F, and call block each set of n = 6 coordinates supporting
each encoded vector. In this example, each block forms a local
group. If the code has locality r = 5 and local distance ∂ = 2
(Section III), it means that a single node erasure (∂ − 1 node
erasures) in each block may be repaired by only contacting
the other 5 nodes in that block.

The code can correct erasure patterns with up to dcj − 1
erasures in every window of j + 1 consecutive blocks of
n symbols, where j = 0, 1, 2, . . . can be adjusted. Assume
that an erasure pattern as in Fig. 5 occurs, with 21 erasures
in a given window of j + 1 = 9 blocks. If the LRCC has
optimal jth column distance dcj (as in Corollaries 1 and 2),
then dcj = 18, for j = 8, and the code cannot correct such
erasures considering such a window. Furthermore, an optimal
block LRC with block length (j + 1)n = 54, dimension
(j + 1)k = 27, locality r = 5 and local distance ∂ = 2,
also has global distance 18 (see [11, Eq. (1)]), hence it cannot
correct that erasure pattern either.

However, we may adjust the window for the LRCC. Con-
sider instead windows of length j′+1 = 5, as in Fig. 5. If the
LRCC also has optimal j′th column distance (as in Corollaries
1 and 2), then dcj′ = 12 for j′ = 4. Observe that now every
window of j′+1 = 5 consecutive blocks of n symbols contains
at most 11 erasures. Therefore, the LRCC may correct such an
erasure pattern by sliding the new adjusted window of length
j′+ 1 = 5, whereas the optimal block LRC as in the previous
paragraph cannot.

The disadvantage of the LRCC is that, in order to perform
such an erasure correction, we need to read the content (which
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vt−µ vt−1 vtvt+1 vt+j′ . . . vt+j

Adjusting the window size

7→

vt−µ vt−1 vtvt+1 vt+j′ . . . vt+j

Correcting vt and sliding the window

Fig. 5. Illustration of Example 1. The window consisting of the j + 1 = 9 blocks vt, vt+1, . . . , vt+j contains 21 erasures. Hence it cannot be corrected by
an LRCC with optimal jth column distance, which is 18, by considering that window. Furthermore, it could not be corrected either by a block LRC of length
(j + 1)n = 54, dimension (j + 1)k = 27, locality r = 5 and local distance ∂ − 1 = 2, since its distance is also 18. Assume the LRCC also has optimal
j′th column distance for j′ = 4, which would be 12. Then the LRCC may correct the erasure pattern by reducing the window length to j′ + 1 = 5 blocks.

needs to be correct) of the µ blocks of n symbols previous
to such a window (see Fig. 5), where µ is the memory of
the LRCC. Observe that, even if we require the previous µ
blocks to be correct, the average number of erasures that the
LRCC can correct is still strictly larger than that correctable
by an optimal block LRC of the same rate. This is because,
for t = 0, it holds that v−1 = v−2 = . . . = v−µ = 0, hence
they are always considered to be correct.

Example 2. Consider now a (6, 4) LRCC with locality r = 5
and local distance ∂ = 2 (Section III). Assume also that the
code has memory µ = 5 and degree δ = 20 (Subsection II-A)
and that it is an optimal LRCC (as in Corollaries 1 and 2). As
in Example 1, such an LRCC can correct the same number of
erasures in any window consisting of L+ 1 = 26 consecutive
blocks (n(L+1) = 156 symbols) as an optimal block LRC of
the same rate (2/3), same locality (r = 5), same local distance
(∂ = 2) and total length n(L+ 1) = 156. In both cases, such
a number of erasures is 32 = (n− k)(L+ 1)−

⌈
k(L+1)

r

⌉
+ 1

(see Theorem 2 and [11, Eq. (1)], respectively).

However, the LRCC may correct any erasure pattern with
up to (n− k)(j + 1)−

⌈
k(j+1)
r

⌉
+ 1 erasures in any window

of n(j + 1) consecutive nodes, for all j = 0, 1, . . . , L = 25.
This only requires reading and downloading the content of the
remaining nodes in that window (that is, k(j+1)+

⌈
k(j+1)
r

⌉
−1

symbols), plus another µN = µ(n − 1) = 25 previous nodes
(see Fig. 6). For instance, for j = 2, we may repair any erasure
pattern with up to 4 erasures in any consecutive 18 nodes (3
blocks of 6 nodes), by contacting 14 nodes in that window,
plus another µN = 25 previous nodes. The optimal LRC, in
contrast, would always require contacting 124 = k(L + 1) +⌈
k(L+1)

r

⌉
− 1 other nodes in order to repair any 4 erasures in

3 blocks of 6 nodes, since at least one of these blocks contains
2 erasures, which cannot be repaired locally.

Therefore, adjusting the window size when using an LRCC
also reduces the number of nodes that need to be contacted.
Thus sliding-window erasure correction of LRCCs provides a
type of erasure correction in between local and global erasure
correction. Hierarchical block LRCs [32] also provide a type
of erasure correction in between local and global. However,

the number of global erasures that they may correct is strictly
less than 32 = (n − k)(L + 1) −

⌈
k(L+1)

r

⌉
+ 1, if they have

at least 2 levels of locality, rate k/n, locality r (the smaller
locality) and block length n(L + 1) as in this example (see
[32, Th. 2.1]).

V. LRCCS BASED ON SUM-RANK CONVOLUTIONAL
CODES

In this section, we will show how to construct non-
catastrophic LRCCs attaining the bound in Theorem 2, for
j = 0, 1, . . . , L, using a j-MSRD convolutional code (see
Definition 13 below). To that end, we will use the notion of
sum-rank weight on each block of a convolutional code. Sum-
rank weights were first defined in [29] for error correction in
multishot network coding (see also [21], [22], [24], [27], [36]
and the references therein). They were implicitly considered
earlier in the space-time coding literature (see [19, Sec. III]),
and they have been first used for locally repairable block codes
in [23].

Throughout this section, we will fix a prime power q and
a positive integer m, and we will assume that F = Fqm . Fix
an ordered basis A = {α1, α2, . . . , αm} of Fqm over Fq . For
any positive integer s, we denote by MA : Fsqm −→ Fm×sq the
corresponding matrix representation map, given by

MA (c) =


c11 c12 . . . c1s
c21 c22 . . . c2s

...
...

. . .
...

cm1 cm2 . . . cms

 ∈ Fm×sq , (5)

where c =
∑m
i=1 αi(ci,1, ci,2, . . . , ci,s) ∈ Fsqm and ci,j ∈ Fq ,

for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and j = 1, 2, . . . , s.
Throughout this section, we will also fix a number of local

groups g, a locality r, and the sum-rank length decomposition
N = gr. The following definition is given in [29].

Definition 11 ([29]). Let c = (c(1), c(2), . . . , c(g)) ∈ FNqm ,
where c(i) ∈ Frqm , for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. We define the sum-rank
weight of c as

wtSR(c) =

g∑
i=1

Rk(MA(c(i))).
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We extend sum-rank weights to convolutional codes as
follows.

Definition 12. Given v(D) =
∑
j∈N vjD

j ∈ Fqm [D]N , we
define its sum-rank weight as

wtSR(v(D)) =
∑
j∈N

wtSR(vj).

Given an (N, k) convolutional code C ⊆ Fqm [D]N , we
define its sum-rank free distance as

dSR(C) = min{wtSR(v(D)) | v(D) ∈ C and v(D) 6= 0}.

Finally, we define the jth sum-rank column distance of C as

dcSR,j(C) = dSR(Ccj ),

where Ccj is as in Definition 5, for j ∈ N.

Observe that, for any c = (c(1), c(2), . . . , c(g)) ∈ FNqm , where
c(i) ∈ Frqm , for i = 1, 2, . . . , g, it holds that

wtSR(c) =

g∑
i=1

Rk(MA(c(i))) ≤
g∑
i=1

wt(c(i)) = wt(c),

since the rank of a matrix is at most the number of its non-
zero columns. Hence, the following result follows immediately
from its Hamming-metric counterpart (Propositions 1 and 2).

Proposition 4. Given a non-catastrophic (N, k) convolutional
code C ⊆ Fqm [D]N , it holds that

dcSR,j(C) ≤ (N − k)(j + 1) + 1, (6)

for all j ∈ N. Furthermore, the following hold.
1) If dcSR,j+1(C) = (N − k)(j + 2) + 1, then dcSR,j(C) =

(N − k)(j + 1) + 1, for j ∈ N.
2) If dcSR,j(C) = (N − k)(j + 1) + 1, then j ≤ L, where

L is as in (2).

The previous proposition motivates the following definition.

Definition 13. We say that an (N, k) convolutional code C ⊆
Fqm [D]N is j-maximum-sum-rank-distance, or j-MSRD for
short, if it is non-catastrophic and dcSR,j(C) = (N − k)(j +
1) + 1.

We now describe how to construct LRCCs from sum-rank
convolutional codes. This construction is inspired by [30,
Const. I]. The idea is to split the construction of the global
code into an outer code and local codes. The local codes can
trivially be chosen as short MDS block codes. The difficult
part is finding a suitable outer code.

Construction 1. Assume that q ≥ r + ∂ − 1, and choose:
1) Outer code: An (N, k) convolutional code Cout ⊆

Fqm [D]N .
2) Local codes: An MDS (r+ ∂− 1, r) block code Cloc ⊆

Fr+∂−1
q with generator matrix A ∈ Fr×(r+∂−1)

q .
3) Global code: We define the global code Cglob ⊆

Fqm [D]n, with n = (r + ∂ − 1)g = N + (∂ − 1)g,
as the (n, k) convolutional code given by

Cglob =

∑
j∈N

(vj Diagg(A))Dj |
∑
j∈N

vjD
j ∈ Cout

 ,

where Diagg(A) is defined as a block-diagonal matrix
with A ∈ Fr×(r+∂−1)

q repeated g times (recall that N =
gr and n = g(r + ∂ − 1)):

Diagg(A) = Diag(A,A, . . . , A) =


A 0 . . . 0
0 A . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . A

 ∈ FN×nq .

Observe that if Gout(D) =
∑µ
j=0Gout,jD

j ∈ Fqm [D]k×N

is a generator matrix of Cout ⊆ Fqm [D]N , then a generator
matrix of Cglob ⊆ Fqm [D]n is simply given by

Gglob(D) =

µ∑
j=0

Gglob,jD
j =

µ∑
j=0

(
Gout,j Diagg(A)

)
Dj ∈ Fqm [D]k×n.

In addition, note that multiplying a vector v(D) ∈ F[D]N on
the right by a rank-N constant matrix C ∈ FN×n preserves
the degree of v(D). Hence if Gout(D) is reduced, then so is
Gglob(D). It also follows easily that if Gout(D) is basic, then
so is Gglob(D). Thus we deduce the following.

Lemma 3. In Construction 1, if Cout is non-catastrophic, then
so are Cglob and (Cglob)∆, for any ∆ =

⋃g
i=1 ∆i ⊆ [n] such

that ∆i ⊆ Γi and |∆i| ≥ r, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. Here, we
denote Γi = [(r + ∂ − 1)(i− 1) + 1, (r + ∂ − 1)i] ⊆ [n], for
i = 1, 2, . . . , g.

As it was the case for locally repairable block codes
(see [23, Lemma 1]), any LRCC whose local codes are all
encoded by the same linear MDS code over the subfield
Fq , are necessarily of the form of Construction 1. For this
reason, Construction 1 not only is natural, but it is somehow
unavoidable.

The main reason why the sum-rank metric gives the erasure-
correction capability of the global code in Construction 1 is
due to the following lemma. The direct implication was proven
in [29, Th. 1], whereas the converse was given in [24, Th. 1].

Lemma 4 ([24], [29]). Recall that N = gr. Given a (linear
or non-linear) block code C ⊆ FNqm and matrices Bi ∈ Fr×rq ,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , g, there exists a decoder

D : CDiag(B1, B2, . . . , Bg) −→ C

(depending on the matrices B1, B2, . . ., Bg), such that
D(cDiag(B1, B2, . . . , Bg)) = c, for all c ∈ C, if and only
if,

N −
g∑
i=1

Rk(Bi) < dSR(C).

We may now prove the main result of this section, which
states that Cglob in Construction 1 has maximum hth sum-
rank column distance among all non-catastrophic (n, k, r, ∂)
LRCC, for h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j, if Cout is j-MSRD.

Theorem 3. In Construction 1, Cglob is an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC.
Furthermore, if j ∈ N and Cout is j-MSRD (thus non-
catastrophic), then Cglob is non-catastrophic and

dch(Cglob) = (n−k)(h+1)−
(⌈

k(h+ 1)

r

⌉
− 1

)
(∂−1)+1,

(7)
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for all h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j.

Proof. First, it follows easily from the definitions and Con-
struction 1 that Cglob is an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC. The non-
catastrophic property is part of Lemma 3. Therefore, we only
need to show that (7) holds for h = j, since if Cout is j-
MSRD, then Cout is h-MSRD, for all h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j, by
Proposition 4.

The proof now follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 2,
for a given j ∈ N. Now we need to show that the block code
(Cglob)cj ⊆ Fn(j+1)

qm can correct any pattern of

e = (n− k)(j + 1)−
(⌈

k(j + 1)

r

⌉
− 1

)
(∂ − 1)

erasures in the block [n(j + 1)] of coordinates.
Let c ∈ (Cglob)cj be the truncated global codeword. Observe

that c ∈ Fn(j+1)
qm is a block codeword, and by construction,

there exists x ∈ (Cout)cj such that c = xDiagg(j+1)(A).
Let Egh+i ⊆ [r+∂−1] be the erasure pattern in the ith local

group in the hth block of n coordinates, and define Rgh+i =
[r + ∂ − 1] \ Egh+i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g and h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j.
The truncated global codeword with such an erasure pattern
is

c∗ = xDiag(A|R1
, A|R2

, . . . , A|Rg(j+1)
) ∈ Fn(j+1)−e

qm , (8)

where e =
∑g(j+1)
u=1 |Eu| = n(j + 1)−

∑g(j+1)
u=1 |Ru|.

As in Theorem 2, we assume for simplicity that k(j+ 1) =
`r, for some integer ` ∈ N. As in that theorem, note that we
may decompose

e = n(j + 1)− (r + ∂ − 1)`+ ∂ − 1. (9)

As discussed in the proof of [30, Th. 24], the worst-case
erasure pattern is obtained when erasures concentrate in the
smallest number of local groups. Thus by (9), in the worst
case we have without loss of generality that Ru = [r+∂−1],
for u = 1, 2, . . . , ` − 1, |R`| = r, and Ru = ∅, for
u = `+ 1, `+ 2, . . . , n(j + 1). Since Cloc is an (r+ ∂ − 1, r)
MDS code, we have that Rk(A|Ru

) = r, for u = 1, 2, . . . , `.
Therefore, in the worst case, c∗ is a codeword of (Cout)cj with

n(j+1)∑
u=1

Rk(A|Ru) = `r = k(j + 1)

sum-rank erasures. Therefore, by Lemma 4 and the fact that
dSR((Cout)cj) = dcSR,j(Cout) = (N − k)(j + 1) + 1, we
conclude that (Cout)cj can correct such pattern of erasures, and
hence so can (Cglob)cj by local repair, and we are done.

We conclude by plugging in Construction 1 the MSRD
convolutional codes from [21] (see Appendix A) as outer
codes, and applying the previous theorem.

Corollary 1. If N = gr, (N−k)|δ, M = max{N−k, k}, L =
b δk c+δ/(N−k), q ≥ r+∂−1 and m ≥ qM(L+2)−1, then there
exists a non-catastrophic (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC Cglob ⊆ Fqm [D]n,
of degree δ, satisfying (4) with equality, for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L,
given as in Construction 1, and where Cout ⊆ Fqm [D]N is the
non-catastrophic L-MSRD convolutional code in Appendix A.

Corollary 1 not only shows that the upper bound given in
(4) is sharp, but also provides an explicit class of codes that
achieves such a bound. Moreover, these codes exist for any
characteristic (in particular, when 2|q), and the local code may
be arbitrary and with local fields of size q ≈ r+∂− 1, which
are small. We may also choose q = 2 if ∂ = 2 and local repair
would simply consist in XORing. Their main disadvantage
is the huge exponent m, which is in turn exponential in the
degree δ and in max{N − k, k}. However, the bound on m
in the corollary is only a bound, and there are cases when m
can be chosen much smaller (see Table I in [21]).

VI. PARTIAL j-MDS AND PARTIAL MDP
CONVOLUTIONAL CODES

In this section, we introduce partial MDP convolutional
codes, analogous to the concept of partial MDS codes, or
LRC with maximal recoverability (MR), introduced in [4],
[10]. We will conclude by showing that the codes in Corollary
1 are partial MDP. The main motivation to consider these
codes is that they can correct erasure patterns analogous
to those correctable by partial MDS codes (as shown in
Fig. 6 below), which are known to be all the information-
theoretically correctable patterns for a given locality, local
distance and information rate. Also analogously to the case
of partial MDS codes, it holds that partial MDP convolutional
codes have optimal jth column distance up to j = L, as in
Proposition 2. Hence they have at least the erasure correction
capability of optimal LRCCs, although we were not able to
prove whether the reversed implication holds (see Remark 3).

Definition 14. With notation as in Definition 10, and for j ∈
N, we say that an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC C ⊆ F[D]n is partial
j-MDS if the following holds: For all ∆i ⊆ Γi such that
|Γi \ ∆i| = ∂ − 1, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g, the restricted (N, k)
convolutional code C∆ ⊆ F[D]N is non-catastrophic and j-
MDS (Definition 6), where ∆ =

⋃g
i=1 ∆i and N = |∆|.

Some explanations about Definition 14 are in order.
First, recall that the restricted convolutional code C∆ ⊆

F[D]N in the previous definition has rank k by Lemma 2,
thus the definition is consistent.

Similar to the case of block codes (replacing j-MDS by
MDS), the term partial j-MDS is motivated by the fact that
the column distances attain the bound (4) (see Proposition 5
below), thus they have smaller column distances than those of
j-MDS codes (this is the price to pay for locality). However,
partial j-MDS codes as in Definition 14 can be seen as j-
MDS codes that can be added locality in some optimal sense:
We can recover some other j-MDS code after removing any
(maximal) collection of local parities, not only the added ones.
Due to this reason, we gain a considerable flexibility in the
erasure patterns that can be corrected (see Fig. 6).

In the block case, partial MDS codes can be equivalently
defined as follows: A locally repairable block code is partial
MDS if it can correct all erasure patterns that are information-
theoretically correctable for the given local constraints r and
∂ and the given dimension k and length n. Obviously, if
there are no local constraints (∂ = 1 for instance), then being
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v0 v1 v2 v3

. . .

vt−µ . . . vt−1 vtvt+1 . . . . . . vt+j . . .vt+j+1

. . .

v0 v1 v2 v3

. . .

vt−µ . . . vt−1 vtvt+1 . . . . . . vt+j . . .vt+j+1

. . .

Repaired locally
(column-wise)

Needed for
vt, vt+1, . . .

< (N − k)(j + 1)
erasures after restriction

To be repaired
in next windows

Fig. 6. Sliding-window repair in a partial j-MDS code, with parameters as in Fig. 4 (thus N = 5). Following Definition 14 and assuming an erasure pattern
as in Fig. 4 (upper figure), we may remove one local parity in each block (depicted as a crossed box) before proceeding with the sliding-window repair for the
restricted j-MDS code, which would be performed as in Theorem 1 and may correct up to (N − k)(j + 1) erasures after removing arbitrary local parities.
Thus a local parity to be removed should be chosen as one of the erased symbols in case there are erased symbols in the corresponding block. Otherwise, we
may remove any local parity. After the catastrophic erasures are corrected, the local parities are added again locally (column-wise) in case they were erased.

able to correct all information-theoretically correctable erasure
patterns is equivalent to being MDS.

See Fig. 6 for a graphical description of sliding-window
repair combined with local repair in a partial j-MDS convo-
lutional code.

We now show that partial j-MDS codes attain the bound (4),
hence being optimal LRCCs in terms of column distances. We
need a preliminary lemma, which is of interest by itself and
which follows directly from Definition 14 and Proposition 2.

Lemma 5. If an LRCC is partial j-MDS, then it is partial
h-MDS, for all h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j.

Proposition 5. If an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC is partial j-MDS for
some j ∈ N, then its column distances attain the bound (4),
for all h = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j.

Proof. By the previous lemma, we only need to prove the
result for h = j. For such a case, the proof follows exactly
the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3, and is left to the
reader.

Remark 3. In the block case, the converse is not true. For
instance, Tamo-Barg codes [34] are locally repairable codes
with optimal global distance, but cannot always be maximally
recoverable (partial MDS) by the field-size bound in [12, Eq.
(2)]. We conjecture, but do not prove or disprove, that not
every LRCC attaining the bound (4), for some j ∈ N, is a
partial j-MDS convolutional code.

Our next goal is to define partial MDP convolutional codes,
which are partial j-MDS for the maximum value of j. We

first need the following lemma, which follows directly from
the definitions and Proposition 2.

Lemma 6. Let C ⊆ F[D]n be an (n, k) convolutional code.
For any ∆ ⊆ [n], it holds that

δ(C∆) ≤ δ(C).

In particular, if C∆ is j-MDS, then j ≤
⌊
δ
k

⌋
+
⌊

δ
N−k

⌋
, for

N = |∆| and δ = δ(C).

We may now define partial MDP convolutional codes.

Definition 15. We say that an (n, k, r, ∂) LRCC C ⊆ F[D]n

is partial MDP if it is partial L-MDS for L = b δk c+ b δ
N−k c,

where N = n− g(∂ − 1) and δ = δ(C).

The main purpose of this section is to show that the global
code in Construction 1 based on an MSRD outer code (for
instance, that in Appendix A) is partial MDP. In particular,
we will show the existence of partial MDP codes for general
parameters, over any characteristic, for sufficiently large fields.

We first need the following lemma, which is [23, Th. 1].
Observe that we will make use of this lemma in the non-linear
case.

Lemma 7 ([23]). Recall that N = gr. Given a (linear or
non-linear) block code C ⊆ FNqm , it holds that

dSR(C) = min
{

d(CDiag(B1, B2, . . . , Bg)) | Bi ∈ Fr×rq invertible, i = 1, 2, . . . , g
}
.

We may now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 4. In Construction 1, the following hold:
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1) If j ∈ N and Cout is non-catastrophic and j-MSRD, then
Cglob is partial j-MDS.

2) δ(Cglob) = δ(Cout) and µ(Cglob) = µ(Cout).
3) If Cout is non-catastrophic and L-MSRD, where L =
b δk c + b δ

N−k c and δ = δ(Cout), then Cglob is partial
MDP.

Proof. We start by proving Item 1. Let ∆i ⊆ Γi be such that
|Γi \ ∆i| = ∂ − 1 (i.e. |∆i| = r since |Γi| = r + ∂ − 1
in Construction 1), for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. If ∆ =

⋃g
i=1 ∆i and

N = |∆|, then the restricted code (Cglob)∆ ⊆ Fqm [D]N is the
(N, k) convolutional code given by

(Cglob)∆ = Cout Diag(A∆1
, A∆2

, . . . , A∆g
) ⊆ Fqm [D]N .

(10)
Since Cloc ⊆ Fr+∂−1

q is an (r + ∂ − 1, r) MDS block code
and |∆i| = r, we deduce that A|∆i ∈ Fr×rq is invertible, for
i = 1, 2, . . . , g. Thus (Cglob)∆ is non-catastrophic by Lemma
3, and moreover by (10) and Lemma 7, we have that

dcj((Cglob)∆) ≥ dcSR,j((Cglob)∆) = dcSR,j(Cout) = (N−k)(j+1)+1.

Hence (Cglob)∆ is j-MDS and Item 1 follows.
Now, Item 2 follows from the fact that Cglob =
Cout Diagg(A), and multiplying by the full-rank constant ma-
trix Diagg(A) ∈ FN×nqm ⊆ Fqm [D]N×n on the right preserves
degrees. Finally, Item 3 follows by combining Items 1 and
2.

Finally, by plugging in the previous theorem the L-MSRD
codes from [21] (see Appendix A) as outer codes in Construc-
tion 1, we show the existence of partial MDP convolutional
codes.

Corollary 2. If N = gr, (N − k)|δ, M = max{N − k, k},
L = b δk c+ δ/(N − k), q ≥ r + ∂ − 1 and m ≥ qM(L+2)−1,
then the convolutional code from Corollary 1 is an (n, k, r, ∂)
partial MDP convolutional code.

Observe that we could have given the previous corollary
first, and then deduce Corollary 1 from Proposition 5. How-
ever, we have chosen to present our results in this order for
simplicity.

VII. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

A. Unequal Localities and Local Distances

Locally repairable codes with unequal localities were in-
troduced independently in [15], [37]. Adding also unequal
local distances was first considered in [6]. Essentially, locally
repairable codes with unequal localities are those such that the
locality r and local distance ∂ depend on the local group Γi
(see Definition 10). In other words, the ith local group has
locality ri and local distance ∂i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. We may
then modify Definition 10 to include unequal localities and
local distances by adding indices to Items 1 and 2:

1) |Γi| ≤ ri + ∂i − 1,
2) d(C0

Γi
) ≥ ∂i,

for i = 1, 2, . . . , g. The main motivation for this type of locally
repairable codes is that some nodes may require faster repair or

access (hot data), while considering the different localities in
general improves the global correction capability of the code.

Finding analogous upper bounds to (4) is a challenging task
in general. Such bounds are known when r1 ≤ r2 ≤ . . . ≤ rg
and ∂1 ≥ ∂2 ≥ . . . ≥ ∂g (see [6, Th. 2] and [17, Th. 2]).

On the other hand, adapting the notion of partial MDS codes
to unequal localities is straightforward (see [23, Def. 5]). In
addition, it was proven in [23, Th. 2] that MSRD block codes
used as outer codes always give partial MDS codes, for any
choice of unequal localities and local distances.

All the results in this work hold also for unequal localities
and local distances. As in the block case, bounds on the
column distances are not straightforward in general. However,
Construction 1 with the MSRD codes from Appendix A as
outer codes provide partial MDP codes for an arbitrary choice
of unequal localities and local distances, just as in the block
case. We leave the details to the reader.

B. Tail-Biting LRCCs

LRCCs may encode an unrestricted number of information
symbols (i.e. files or file components), while locality and
sliding-window erasure-correction capability and complexity
remain constant. However, truncating an (n, k) LRCC C at
a given block t implies that, for h ∈ N, the final windows
(vt−h, vt−h+1, . . . , vt) cannot be the initial part of a sliding
window consisting of j + 1 > h + 1 blocks, which could
potentially correct dcj(C)−1 > dch(C)−1 erasures. Therefore,
in such a truncated LRCC, certain blocks receive a weaker
protection against erasures.

To provide equal protection to all blocks, one solution is to
terminate the LRCC as a block code by converting it into a
tail-biting convolutional code. This simply requires updating
the first µ blocks using the last µ, in the way they would be
encoded if we had used the generator matrix

G0 G1 . . . Gµ . . .
G0 . . . Gµ−1 . . .

. . .
... . . .
G0 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . G0 G1 . . . Gµ

Gµ . . . G0 . . . Gµ−1

...
...

. . . . . .
. . .

...
G1 G2 . . . . . . G0


,

where G(D) =
∑µ
j=0GjD

j ∈ F[D]k×n is a reduced gener-
ator matrix of the LRCC. In this way, sliding-window repair
behaves equally in any window of the same size. However,
we always need to have at least µ consecutive blocks with
no erasures in order to get the repair started, although this
µ consecutive blocks may be arbitrary and not necessarily
the first µ. In other words, any µ consecutive blocks may
be considered initial in a tail-biting convolutional code.
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APPENDIX A
KNOWN CONSTRUCTION OF MSRD CONVOLUTIONAL

CODES

In this appendix, we revisit the construction of non-
catastrophic MSRD convolutional codes from [21], which is
based on the superregular matrices introduced in [1]. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the only known construction of
MSRD convolutional codes. In addition, they admit general
parameters, except that they usually require impractically large
field sizes. Acceptable field sizes can be achieved for certain
parameters. See Table I in [21] for a few instances.

Fix 1 ≤ k ≤ N . As in [1] (see also [2]), we will
restrict ourselves to (N, k) convolutional codes whose degree
δ satisfies that (N − k)|δ. For general parameters, see [28].
Define M = max{N − k, k} and L = b δk c + δ/(N − k), as
in (2). Let q be any prime power and assume that

m ≥ qM(L+2)−1. (11)

The field will be then F = Fqm . Let α ∈ Fqm be a primitive
normal element over Fq , that is, a primitive element of Fqm
such that α, αq, . . . , αq

m−1

form a basis of Fqm over Fq . Such
element exists for any finite field extension Fq ⊆ Fqm (see
[18]). Define the matrix

Tj =


α[Mj] α[Mj+1] . . . α[M(j+1)−1]

α[Mj+1] α[Mj+2] . . . α[M(j+1)]

...
...

. . .
...

α[M(j+1)−1] α[M(j+1)] . . . α[M(j+2)−2]

 ∈ FM×Mqm ,

(12)
for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L, where α[i] = αq

i

, for i ∈ N. Finally,
define the non-catastrophic (N, k) convolutional code C ⊆
Fqm [D]N as that with polynomial parity-check matrix

H = (A,B) ∈ Fqm [D](N−k)×N ,

A =
ν∑
j=0

AjD
j ∈ Fqm [D](N−k)×(N−k) and B =

ν∑
j=0

BjD
j ∈ Fqm [D](N−k)×k,

where ν = δ/(N − k), A0 = IN−k, and B can be given from
A by the rule

A−1B =
∞∑
j=0

TjD
j ∈ Fqm((D))(N−k)×k.

The following theorem combines [9, Th. 3.1] with [21, Th.
5].

Theorem 5. The (N, k) convolutional code C ⊆ FNqm de-
scribed above is non-catastrophic, has degree δ and is L-
MSRD for any sum-rank length decomposition of N .
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